
 

KSCW Board Meeting, December 9, 2019 

Stampede Room Men’s Club Building 

 

The meeting was called to order at 3:25pm by President, Mark 

Johnson.  Also present were Larry Anderson, Andrew 

Heidecker, Kathy Mahan and Chuck Mulcahy. 

As in previous meetings, our financial standing continues to be 

robust with the spectre of yet more increases arriving soon. 

According to Mark, there needs to be clarification regarding in 

purchasing  of items for the station. There will be in the near 

future a closed workshop to study and discuss the protocols 

involved.  Due to many board members out of town, a firm date 

has not been set for this special meeting. 

Progress has been made in removing some unused equipment 

from the studio, easing clutter.  KSCW has received a new mixer 

for our new stereo signal and will be returning the present 

mixer which is on loan. 

In keeping with the season, Steve Hotvedt announced that 

Christmas music has begun today, Dec 9th and will be played 

intermittently each hour. 



Mark mentioned that one business wanted the $4000 Gold 

Package but to pay $1000 per quarter vs the whole year paid at 

one time. Some concern was raised that paid quarterly, the 

company could then withdraw from the plan at quarter’s end. 

One suggestion was to split the payment to half a year and 

hopefully continue the second half of the year.  The decision 

was made by Mark to allow the business pay quarterly or 

however they determine best. 

Another business is interested in underwriting a second show. 

The time slot is still under discussion which was suggested to be 

at 7pm which does not usually have a large listener base. We 

are waiting to hear from the parties involved. 

A proposal has been made to have the station sponsor Kids 

Camp.  This event has been very well received for the past 

couple years but KSCW  has never been involved in the actual 

sponsorship of this yearly feature.  By the station’s sponsorship, 

KSCW would receive recognition by having the station logo 

printed on the brochures and Rec Center News and lanyards 

worn by participants.  The  above proposal was rejected and 

was moved and seconded due to budget constraints. 

Kathy Mahan and John Christianson reported on their meeting 

with the owner of Moore Graphics. They received the range of 

prices for printing of the station programming guides as well as 

other items.  More clarification needs to be obtained on 



numbers  of guides printed and final prices for all printing jobs.  

Kathy will call a meeting with interested parties to flesh out the 

printing design issues. 

A motion was made and seconded to print 500 copies of the 

programming guides as a start with an option of increasing the 

number later.  Kathy also solicited the board regarding business 

cards for board members and it was felt that it was a good idea. 

Mark remarked that he would reimburse any member the 

amount of $5 due to the reduction of yearly dues and Larry 

Anderson volunteered to split the cost with Mark.  This action 

was considered in favor of members who had already paid the 

previous dues charge of $15 which now has been reduced to 

$10 annually. 

John Christianson spoke for Joel regarding a PowerPoint 

presentation for viewing by different SCW clubs to explain the 

station’s mission and how KSCW can benefit their respective 

clubs. There may be some editing of the planned presentation 

of this important step.  A motion was made, and seconded for 

approval of Joel’s marketing strategy pending fine tuning of the 

wording. 

The upcoming Jazzy Christmas program on Sunday Dec 15th will 

be well represented by KSCW with a table with information up 

as well as a raffle for a wine basket and other items.   



Treasurer, Andrew Heidecker stressed that it is critical that 

before any purchases are made that authorization has been 

received. 

Mark made a final remark thanking Steve’s creation of a 

broadcast request form which will make it easier to control 

PSEs and PSAs to be recorded and then placed in the “Steve’s 

Pending” file before it can be aired.   

The meeting was adjourned at 5pm. 

 

Chuck Mulcahy, Secretary 


